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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

With the advancement of robotics and artificial intelligence, the nature of risks evolves in a way that 

makes them harder to foresee and mitigate against. While specific risks cannot be as easily foreseen as 

before, general risks can still be identified and mitigated against. This mitigation may gain from being 

done at both technical and non-technical levels. The way we address that changing nature of risks 

matters for generating and maintaining trust in the technology, and for setting the conditions for the 

widest possible societal deployment of the technology. This is relevant to all the actors in the robotics 

industry, and even for actors in neighbouring technological industries (IoT, AI, etc.) as public trust 

erosion in one technology or application would affect all other contemporary technologies. Current 

standards are not tackling this changing nature of risks, and are more generally unsuited to the current 

and near future technology. Compliance to those standards, or even to more precise and updated 

standards might not shield producers from damage claims in case of accidents. We cannot wait for 

public policymakers to find answers to those challenges and must engage in a self-regulation effort. 

This white paper thus attempts to explore the way engineers and lawyers deal with new types of risks, 

and tries to clarify the way lawyers and judges are likely to react when having to deal with accidents 

and other legal issues related to developmental technologies 

In order to address those issues, the COVR project3 should contemplate the possibility of adding the 

following elements to its online toolkit:4 

 General information on the changing nature of risks, to help actors realise the importance of the 

changing nature of safety risks, at technical and other levels.  

 Integrate non-technical recommendations for safety in their protocols and technical sections on 

safety. 

 Detail the various factors of legal risks that may affect a product. 

 Create a legal recommendations section. It should include guidance on the value and uses of 

European directives and regulations. 

 The legal section needs to greatly emphasize the limitations of warnings and disclaimers as 

tools to mitigate legal responsibility in case of safety failure. This is especially true for actors 

that are higher up the value chain behind a product (suppliers of component parts and 

producers who could still face recourse claims even though the integrator would be the first 

responsible actor).  

                                                
1 Partner, Advokat, CO:Play Advokater Copenhagen, rj@coplay.law.  
2 Industrial Postdoctoral Researcher, CO:Play Advokater Copenhagen, and the Centre for Private Governance, 

Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen, lvr@coplay.law.  
3 <safearoundrobots.com/> accessed 11 November 2020. 
4 <toolkit.safearoundrobots.com> accessed 11 November 2020. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Development in robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) will allow the deployment of robots in all fields 

of human activity.5 Workers in all types of production or service industries might soon find their newest 

colleague is a cobot (professional or industrial assistant robots that interact around human beings 

without fences).6 This prospect poses a number of challenges, including for safety,7 which is relevant at 

many different levels. First, at a commercial level where other businesses are unlikely to deploy 

technology that disproportionately endangers their workforce. Second, at a legal level where an unsafe 

product might create safety incidents leading to damage claims against the integrator, producer, or 

suppliers. Thirdly, the commercial and legal aspects can create a vicious circle of distrust: if enough 

products generate safety failures and accidents, robotics in general as a technology might earn the 

distrust of businesses and the wider public, which would further reduce sales and the incentives for the 

development and deployment of the technology.8  

Research in various fields has shown that the technology makes the nature of risks evolve.9 This is 

because robots become more complex, and more tightly coupled.10 While robots will likely help reduce 

accidents and risks in our societies,11 the fact that they become more complex and more coupled sets the 

stage for normal accidents.12 Furthermore, AI allows systems to succeed and fail their tasks 

emergently,13 and the safety failures that do happen will more likely be unforeseeable compared to 

                                                
5 Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, The Second Machine Age: Work, Progress, and Prosperity in a Time of Brilliant 

Technologies (W W Norton & Company 2014). 
6 Ben Morris, ‘Why Your New Work Colleague Could Be a Robot’ BBC News (18 February 2020) 

<bbc.com/news/business-51442445> accessed 6 July 2020. 
7 ‘Robots: What Are the Risks?’ (Zurich Insider, 21 September 2019) <insider.zurich.co.uk/trending/artificial-

intelligence/robots-what-are-the-risks/> accessed 7 July 2020. 
8 European Commission, ‘Ethics Guideline for Trustworthy AI’ (2019) Independent High-Level Expert Group on 

Artificial intelligence set up by the European Commission. 
9 Mario Trapp, ‘Artificial Intelligence—Why Safety Matters’ (Magazin des Fraunhofer-Instituts für Kognitive Systeme 

IKS, 25 June 2020) <safe-intelligence.fraunhofer.de/why-safety-matters> accessed 3 July 2020. 
10 Jule Bessler and others, ‘COVR – Towards Simplified Evaluation and Validation of Collaborative Robotics 

Applications Across a Wide Range of Domains Based on Robot Safety Skills’ in Maria Chiara Carrozza, Silvestro 

Micera and José L Pons (eds), Wearable Robotics: Challenges and Trends, vol 22 (Springer International Publishing 

2019); Rafia Inam and others, ‘Risk Assessment for Human-Robot Collaboration in an Automated Warehouse 

Scenario’, 2018 IEEE 23rd International Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation (ETFA) (IEEE 

2018); Leon Poot, Kerstin Johansen and Varun Gopinath, ‘Supporting Risk Assessment of Human-Robot 

Collaborative Production Layouts: A Proposed Design Automation Framework’ (2018) 25 Procedia Manufacturing 

543; Marvin Rausand, Risk Assessment: Theory, Method and Applications (John Wiley & Sons, Inc 2011) ch 1; Yueh-

Hsuan Weng, Chien-Hsun Chen and Chuen-Tsai Sun, ‘The Legal Crisis of Next Generation Robots: On Safety 

Intelligence’ in Radboud Winkels (ed), Proceedings of the 11th international conference on Artificial intelligence and law. 

(ACM 2007). 
11 ‘Smarter, Smaller, Safer Robots’ [2015] Harvard Business Review <hbr.org/2015/11/smarter-smaller-safer-robots> 

accessed 7 July 2020. 
12 For an explanation of normal accidents theory with regards to AI, see eg, Matthijs M Maas, ‘Regulating for 

``Normal AI Accidents": Operational Lessons for the Responsible Governance of Artificial Intelligence 

Deployment’, Proceedings of the 2018 AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics, and Society—AIES ’18 (ACM Press 2018) 

<dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=3278721.3278766> accessed 27 February 2019. 
13 Yavar Bathaee, ‘The Artificial Intelligence Black Box and the Failure of Intent and Causation’ (2018) 31 Harvard 

Journal of Law and Technology 889; Bruno Lepri and others, ‘Fair, Transparent, and Accountable Algorithmic 

Decision-Making Processes: The Premise, the Proposed Solutions, and the Open Challenges’ (2018) 31 Philosophy 

& Technology 611; Ryan Calo, ‘Robotics and the Lessons of Cyberlaw’ (2015) 103 California Law Review 53. 
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previous technologies.14 All of this creates friction for our legal systems,15 and increase the weight of 

uncertainty for producers. While legislators are working hard to shed some light and solve some of the 

legal issues at stake, their resources are limited and the task at hand remains ill-defined but is visibly 

laborious.16 All of this means that the safety concerns for cobots are important and should not be 

underestimated, and that producers and other actors in the industry could gain from having a more 

proactive approach to the issues at stake. This has implications for the way engineers work, but it also 

has an effect on lawyers and judges that will have to damage cases and other legal issues, and the 

technology is also likely to substantially change the way those legal professionals deal with the 

technology: engineers can gain from knowing better how lawyers think because they are ultimately the 

persons that will decide who is responsible for what and for how much. 

This white paper offers preliminary solutions to reduce legal uncertainties that surround safety 

concerns for robots while fostering trust in the technology. This is achieved by recommending an 

adjustment and expansion of risk assessment procedures. It does so by detailing the outlines, contents, 

and purposes of the legal risks assessment method (Legara). This method presents a renewed approach 

to risks that tries to conjugate the perspectives of developers and engineers with that of lawyers and 

judges whom might assess the legal consequences of a safety failure. It is in essence a method for 

performing risk assessment procedures that extends the scope and depth of those. The method is based 

on frontline academic legal research and built from sociological data on roboticists. The white paper 

further integrates the method within relevant European legislation, which is detailed and explained to 

the general benefit of the users of the COVR toolkit. The white paper finally presents an analysis of the 

data we gathered and how it has informed the rest of the project. 

2. LEGAL RISK ASSESSMENT 

This section explores the question of the changing nature of risks and suggests a number of factors that 

lawyers may find relevant and that cobots producers could consider evaluating during their risk 

assessment and design processes.17 The following criteria are meant to be considered by producers at 

all stages of the design and development of a product. The technologies that constitute robotics become 

more complex, and we become better at identifying and remedying or mitigating specific risks. 

However, this complexity and the nature of some technologies used increases the likelihood of 

unforeseeable risks to materialise, even though the overall safety of products increases. When those 

unforeseeable risks materialise and cause damages to persons or property, liability cases will require 

greater degrees of demonstration of diligence, good faith, and involvement of producers in the design 

of safe systems. Showcasing that one has considered risk at a specific but also at a general level will help 

designers in their defence during liability cases. Those considerations are also helpful where they could 

help increase the overall safety and trustworthiness of robots, which can be a meaningful marketing 

                                                
14 Iyad Rahwan and others, ‘Machine Behaviour’ (2019) 568 Nature 477; Miriam C Buiten, ‘Towards Intelligent 

Regulation of Artificial Intelligence’ (2019) 10 European Journal of Risk Regulation 41; Virginia Dignum, ‘Ethics in 

Artificial Intelligence: Introduction to the Special Issue’ (2018) 20 Ethics and Information Technology 1. 
15 Léonard Van Rompaey, ‘Discretionary Robots: Conceptual Challenges for the Legal Regulation of Machine 

Behaviour’ (University of Copenhagen, Faculty of Law 2020) s 4.2.1—Unforeseeability and Product Defects. 
16 Van Rompaey (n 13). 
17 See generally, Van Rompaey (n 13) ch 6—Promoting Procedural Trust. 
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argument. In any event, those types of considerations are likely to be used by judges in assessing 

liabilities for damages caused by cobots.   

The first two sub-sections detail those types of factors, while the last subsection details how one can 

operate such legal risks assessments. 

A brief overview of the different factors and processes may help users orientate their attention 

according to their interests: 

 Human focused factors 

 Relation to decision-making: a product creates more legal risk if it makes decision rather than 

recommend or aid decision-making 

 Replacement or enhancement: a product creates more legal risk if it enhances human 

capabilities rather than replace humans performing an action 

 Integration and continuity of human control: a product creates more legal risk if does not nudge 

human control 

 Influence over human behaviour: a product creates more legal risks if it has the ability to more 

or less visibly influence human behaviour 

 Salience: a product creates more legal risk if it operates in close connection to vulnerable objects 

or persons 

 Technology focused factors 

 Internal interconnectedness: a product creates more legal risks if it is a composite of many 

different sub-parts and sub-systems 

 External interconnectedness: a product creates more legal risks if it depends on many external 

systems to function 

 Growing chain of value complexity: a product creates more legal risks if it has many different 

economic actors behind it (many producers of different elements assembled together) 

 Post-sale modification of the product: a product creates more risk if it can learn beyond its sale 

 Dynamic interaction of legal risks factors: all those different factors interact dynamically, 

sometimes reducing sometimes increasing risks. 

 Process: In order to evaluate the legal risks created by a product, producers should perform a 

reiterative and documented analysis of the product based on those different factors, at all stages of 

the development of the cobot and even after it is launched on the market. The persons involved 

should be from different professional and educational backgrounds. The documents generated have 

a protective legal value by demonstrating the thoroughness of the producer in the face of 

developmental technologies we do not yet fully master. 

 

2.1 Human focused factors 

Those are factors that concern the interaction between the robot and the human world, and how it 

integrates in human activities.18 

i. Salience 

Salience is the characteristic of something that is protuberant or jutting and that may be abrasive given 

this protuberance. When it comes to technology, salience is evaluated through the inclination for 

                                                
18 See generally, ibid 2.1—Human Focused Factors. 
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vulnerabilities (human or material) in the system’s deployment environment. While the terminology 

seems complex, the choice of that term was also done to avoid confusing the term with other terms that 

may already possess a defined meaning in the engineering world (protuberance, abrasion, etc.) The 

factor of salience is arguably the most important and foundational of legal risk factors, where every 

other factor is evaluated in relation to the salience of the system. 

A technology is salient if it possesses a nature or function that naturally makes it more dangerous to 

persons or property, for instance an autonomous vehicle operating in cities is salient, an autonomous 

vehicle operating in the desert is less salient. While it may appear to be common sense at first sight, it is 

useful to systematize in order to more methodically evaluate risks. To do so is also helpful in order to 

evaluate the interactions of a system’s salience with its interconnectedness, among other legal risks 

factors.  

Salience is situated in a debate between essential characteristics of a technology as the source of the 

legal risks it creates on one end,19 and on the other end of the debate the position that those 

characteristics are irrelevant and than only the new activities and uses of a technology create legal 

risks.20 The concept of salience here described is somewhat in the middle of this analysis. It recognises 

that some technologies like contemporary robotics and AI allow machine to have behaviour which by 

itself is a source of legal risks, and it recognises that machine behaviour only creates legal risks when 

the nature of its activity and its targeted environment allow those risks to manifest.21 

The purpose of salience is to evaluate the graduated kind of risks that a specific kind of application 

could create. For instance, a driverless submarine is not very salient because the chances of it damaging 

persons or property is low as long as it evolves in the sea. A driverless car on the other hand evolves in 

a world where collision and injury are a strong likelihood, it is very salient. 

There exists a great number of criteria to examine when evaluating the salience of a system. It is not 

possible to list them comprehensively, developers of specific applications being experts in the fields in 

which they operate, they must find themselves those criteria.  

Salience criteria can be external, as they relate to elements external to the robot that surround it during 

its time of activity: 

 Presence of vulnerable groups (children, elderly, disabled, ethnic minorities)22 

 Asymmetries of power between the different persons involved (between employers and 

employees surrounding a cobot)23 

 Level of cluttering of the environment, and presence of human beings 

There are also internal criteria of salience, as they relate to the internal characteristics of the system: 

 Size, shape, weight, and the type of movements and decisions the system can make. This 

criterion is then pressed against the previous internal criteria: a heavy, fast, robot performing 

invasive actions when exposed to children is extremely salient. 

                                                
19 Calo (n 11). 
20 Balkin (n 25). 
21 Rahwan and others (n 12). 
22 European Commission, ‘Ethics Guideline for Trustworthy AI’ (n 6) 9–14. 
23 ibid. 
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The more salient a system is, the higher the legal risks it creates. The salience of the system could 

usefully be considered and evaluated at different life stages of a system, from the early design stages to 

the moment of sale. Not only physical risks should be considered, also digital ones. 

ii. Relation to decision-making 

Robots perform actions for us, this means that they integrate within a sociotechnical system of decision-

making, and perform some of this decision-making with varying degrees of autonomy. Once set on a 

mission, a system might make decisions that allow it to fulfil its mission (for instance, bin picking parts 

onto a trail), or it might identify a number of potential courses of actions and recommend an action to 

be made or allowed by a human controller. Lastly it can be a system that only aids decision-making, by 

providing analysis or identifying specific elements for consideration. Those different decision-making 

relations are not exclusive of one another and could coexist in different functions of a same system.  

Systems that actively make decisions, choosing between different outputs are the ones that possess the 

highest degree of agency, and as such create more legal risks. Recommendations and decision-aiding 

also create risks if only because they shape and influence the decisions made by other human beings. 

This kind of influence can also have very grave effects on human decision-makers and should not be 

disregarded as irrelevant. 

Disambiguation: most current uses of advanced AI methods such as machine learning are related to the 

perception of the system, and the interpretation of sensor-data that a system receives. In most cobots 

systems, AI is thus curtailed to interpreting live sensor feed and sending the interpretation to the 

decision-making components of the system, the later which are usually more deterministic and not AI 

based. A common misconception observed amongst roboticists is that this way, there is no autonomy 

in the system and that the ‘AI’ components do not make decisions (see section 4. Legal Awareness and 

Concerns of Roboticists). While it is true that perception-AI modules are less decisive than a more active 

decision-making-AI, the perception-AI still makes important decisions by labelling data, which is then fed 

to the deterministic components of the robot. When the AI module interprets video feed to identify 

edges and shapes as walls, people, or docking stations, the AI module makes decisions to label those as 

such. When this interpretation is fed to the decision-making deterministic algorithms, those will have 

no choice than to act on those interpretations. There are ways to include proofing systems in a cobot 

that act as a critical appreciation of this perception AI’s labelling, for instance by having a security 

system that confronts those analytics to the raw data fed by a lidar sensor or bump sensor. However, 

lawyers and judges could observe that the perception AI is indeed making decisions, even if those are 

disputed by other security features. 

iii. Replacement or enhancement of human performance 

Robots can replace human performance, by doing what human persons used to do (eg., bin picking) 

and they can also enhance human performance by allowing actions that were not possible beforehand 

(big data analysis) or by extending the abilities of human actors (eg., exoskeletons). Those are not 

mutually exclusive, and one system might allow both at the same time.  

Enhancement might create risks depending on the nature of the action performed (the exoskeleton for 

instance could allow extreme weightlifting, it might fail and displace those extreme weights on the 

wearer of the suit). By nature, enhancement aims to empower human beings, and as such the idea 
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behind it is often to reduce risks for the wearers. Replacement on the other hand is prone to generating 

higher degrees of risks, because by nature it creates more unforeseeability. Enhancement suggests that 

a human being makes the decisions, whereas replacement suggests that the machine makes decisions 

and thus is likelier to succeed or fail in emergent ways, which makes the risks it generates more 

unforeseeable. Because of this, systems that replace human performance will tend to create higher 

degrees of risks of liability for safety failures, whereas systems that enhance human performance will 

tend to create lower risks. This should of course be checked against the other factors of legal risks, for 

instance while an exoskeleton’s relation to human performance is enhancement, because the device is 

worn and is physically close to workers that will continually interact with them they are very salient. 

iv. Integration and continuity of human control over the system’s behaviour 

Machines that are left to perform actions without direct human control or piloting by definition acquire 

a certain measure of autonomy, which is the consequence of the loss of direct human control. The time 

and circumstances under which this wilful loss of control happens needs to be thoroughly documented 

and explained to the user of the system. There is always some human control, be it if only to launch the 

system on its mission, or when the system has finished its mission and awaits a new one. In most 

systems that possess this measure of autonomy, there also exists mechanisms to allow human being to 

retake control, if only just to make the system abandon all actions and cease functioning. The way 

human control is factored into the system is an important factor to evaluate the types of legal risks it 

may create.  

For instance, an autonomous mobile system can be placed under a form of supervisory human control, 

where a human operator must remain aware of what is happening and retake control in case of problem. 

This human control can be factored into the system in different ways. For instance, it can be a legal 

obligation on the user to perform this supervision. Additionally, the system’s design might facilitate 

that process by nudging responses from the controller. In the first case, the human control is not 

integrated into the system which not only increases the risks of safety issues, but also does not allow 

the producer to be protected from legal responsibility in case of accident caused by supervisory failure. 

Control that is factored into the system’s design reduces those legal risks. 

v. Influence over human behaviour 

While there should always ultimately be a human in control of a system, we also need to be wary of the 

influence that the systems have on our own behaviour and decision-making. This means that even 

systems that do not actively make decisions on their own can create legal risks simply by influencing 

the behaviour of other agents.24 Similarly, systems that do make decisions and act can influence human 

behaviour, also when they are not activated.  

For example, a lot of persons are seen to develop automation bias when interacting and collaborating 

with a robot,25 where the person tends to place too much trust in the system’s ability to make the right 

                                                
24 Léonard Van Rompaey, ‘Shifting from Autonomous Weapons to Military Networks’ (2019) 10 Journal of 

International Humanitarian Legal Studies 111. 
25 Kate Goddard, Abdul Roudsari and Jeremy C Wyatt, ‘Automation Bias: A Systematic Review of Frequency, Effect 

Mediators, and Mitigators’ (2012) 19 Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association 121; Raja 

Parasuraman and Dietrich H Manzey, ‘Complacency and Bias in Human Use of Automation: An Attentional 

Integration’ (2010) 52 Human Factors: The Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 381. 
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decisions, and act the way it is supposed to. this effectively hinders the ability of the controller to step 

in when the system shows signs of failure, because they are cognitively biased to believe the system will 

do the right thing. At a more subtle level, machine behaviour, recommendation, and aid set a frame 

within which future human decisions are made. This criteria is more evanescent and harder to isolate 

by nature, as there is no intuitive way to evaluate the degree of influence of a machine over its users. 

That influence could be subjective to the specific conditions in which the machine is used, and one same 

system might bear different influence in different environments, or even on different people. The more 

invisible this influence is, and the more this influence prods or guides human beings, the higher the 

legal risks. In a sense, this criteria is close to the European ethics’ guidelines concern for respecting 

human autonomy.26  

2.2 Technology focused factors 

The technology focused factors revolve around the functioning and composition of the robot, and how 

they affect the system’s behaviour and safety.27 

vi. Internal interconnectedness 

Robots are composite technologies that possess many different parts, software, hardware, sensors, 

actuators, etc. The relations between those internal parts, their multiplicity, and their origin have an 

impact on the level of risk that the system generates. For instance, a driverless mobile robot has 

mechanical components, specific hardware (lidar sensors, etc.), software including possibly AI modules 

that can analyse the input from the sensors or help the system identify the best trajectory, and more 

traditional rule-based software that stir the robot. It becomes more important to showcase how 

thoroughly the potential interaction between different components of a single robot have been charted 

out, because specifically legal risk are generated by those interactions. If those different parts come from 

different producers, the legal risk would be higher as the end product is a composite of different 

intellectual and engineering processes. When there are software in the robot that are the products of 

other producers, this risk is even further increased. When those other producers’ software include AI 

modules, that risk is even more increased. If the system has online types of machine learning, this risk 

is again increased.  

The hierarchy between the different parts within a system is also something judges might careful 

consider , although it does not per se increase legal risks. End-to-end, mon-modular systems with little 

to no internal interconnectedness can generate risks regardless because of their opacity. While 

interconnectedness does potentially increase legal risks, it does allow greater technological 

transparency when the different nodes in the system are black boxes for instance, because we can 

observe the transactions and information exchanges between those different black boxes even though 

how those black boxes come up with those outputs remains opaque. This is particularly relevant for 

systems with AI modules that use non-transparent methods (eg., deep learning).  

The way interconnectedness increases transparency is by segmenting input and output between 

different modules. While what happens within those modules may in some cases be opaque, the input 

they obtain and the output they send to the other nodes of the system is potentially more visible. 

                                                
26 European Commission, ‘Ethics Guideline for Trustworthy AI’ (n 6) 8. 
27 See generally, Van Rompaey (n 13) s 2.2—Technology Focused Factors. 
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Factoring this into a system could be a way to increase its transparency and reduce the legal risks it 

generates to some extent. 

vii. External interconnectedness 

Most contemporary technologies do not function in isolation. This is true for cell phones that need to be 

connected to the grid, or for autonomous vehicles that will need to be connected to GPS and might 

communicate with other neighbouring autonomous vehicles. Internet of Things technologies that make 

different physical objects co-dependent strengthens that tendency. This is something that is very 

important to take into consideration when designing a robot whose behaviour might be influenced or 

even dictated at times by other technologies. While most engineers working in the field will be well 

aware of this tendency, most users of the technology will tend to see robots as physically embodied, 

and cognitively individuated entities. In truth, they may sometimes be more accurately described as 

‘one mind–many bodies’ entities. This is because for all intents and purposes, the system’s interaction 

with other objects and technologies surrounding it is as constitutive of its behaviour and decision-

making as the input it receives from its own embodied components.28  

Reliance on input from external technologies increases the legal risks a robot generates. 

Simultaneously, the lack of awareness of the user of that dependence of the robot on external 

technologies could increase legal risk. The higher degree of external interconnectedness, the more the 

robot’s behaviour is influenced by external factors. This increases the complexity and tightens the 

coupling of the socio-technical network in which the robot is integrated, which means that any failure 

in one of the components of the network means potential failure for the whole network,29 driving the 

system to act erratically and potentially creating safety failures and accidents. This is further impacted 

by the degree of reliance on that external input, and the level of internal interconnectedness of the 

system. In a sense, interconnectedness is the technological counterpart to the relation to decision-

making factor of legal risk mentioned above (section 2.1.ii—Relation to decision-making): if system A 

makes a decision for system B, then the behaviour of B has a greater risk level that is alimented by 

potential errors, bugs, parasitic input, transmission delays, bad interactions, etc. The user of B will have 

a lower degree of control over the behaviour of their system in this situation. If system A merely 

recommends decisions or aids system B, that risk is lower, however it should not be dismissed or 

neglected. External interconnectedness can happen between devices that are owned and developed by 

the same producer, or between devices that are owned and/or developed by different producers. The 

later creates more legal risk than the former.  

This all means that producers of interconnected products will be judged not only on their ability to 

evaluate how other devices will influence their product, and the risks those influences create, but also 

on how their own product might influence other devices that potentially leads them to failure.  

                                                
28 Van Rompaey (n 34). 
29 Maas (n 10); Rausand (n 8) 14–15. 
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viii. Growing chain of value complexity 

The complexity of robots and other neighbouring technologies often requires more complex chain of 

values behind the end product,30 where one robot will require many different parts manufactured by 

many different producers.31 The chain of value criteria is intimately tied to the interconnectedness ones, 

as a product that is composite of many different parts produced by different companies will necessarily 

have a more complex value chain. The value chain criteria does not add a more granular understanding 

of the potential safety risks that a product has, that aspect of the legal risks is already covered by the 

interconnectedness factors.  

What this criteria does is raise awareness on how and where the risk is distributed between the 

different industrial links of that chain. From a product defect liability perspective, the end producer will 

be the first target of judicial inquiry in case of accident. It intuitively seems that integrators, while closer 

to the end use of the product that malfunctioned, will come second when the producer can prove that 

it is the integration that is at fault. However, the primary judicial procedures in case of accidents will 

not go against the secondary producers of parts of the end robot. The end producer will always be the 

one that is first condemned in case of product defect or other liabilities. It will then be up to the end 

producers, once condemned, to start recourse procedures against their suppliers to the extent that their 

components participated in or caused the accident leading to the damages. Depending on the 

complexity of the value chain, those recourse procedures could extend between many different links of 

the chain of value until all the responsible parties have been identified and condemned to the extent of 

their responsibility. This is where having clear, codified, reiterative, self-regulation based processes of 

identification of the legal risks created by a system come in handy to smooth this process, and reduce 

chances of unfair responsibilities. It should also be noted that contrarily to popular belief among robotics 

producers, lawyers representing victims of accidents caused by robots will often target producers for 

compensation first, and not the integrators. 

ix. Post-sale modification of the product 

Once put on the market, the producer guarantees the robot’s abilities and behaviour at the specific 

timepoint of sale. If it is possible for the system’s behaviour and abilities to be modified beyond that 

sale point can create legal risks. This modification can be actively made by human beings, for instance 

by systems integrators, or directly by the end user. In this first case, the added legal risks remain low 

because there is direct human input into the system that is measurable, which makes attributing 

responsibility for safety failures to the original product or to the modifications easier. In these cases, the 

producer is responsible for the quality of the information provided to the integrators or end users, and 

on the limits of the operation and what should or not be done by the users. 

                                                
30 The chain of value behind a product is constituted of all the different economic actors that have cooperated to 

create that product, this includes producers of the different parts and software, and also the aggregators and 

integrators. 
31 European Commission, ‘Liability for Emerging Digital Technologies’ (2018) Commission staff working document 

accompanying the document Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the European 

Council, Council, European Economic and Social Committee and Committee of the Regions on ‘Artificial 

intelligence’ for Europe, {COM(2018) 237 final}, SWD(2018) 137 final 20–22. 
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It becomes much more complicated when those modifications are made by the machine itself, for 

instance when it possesses continual or online learning abilities. These abilities generate high legal risks 

and uncertainty. This is because the product that causes an accident is potentially very different from 

the product that was originally sold. It is unclear at this stage whether the user would be deemed 

responsible for newly learnt knowledge and its influence on the machine’s behaviour, or whether the 

producer that designed such learning abilities would be responsible, and how the liability would be 

shared between those two actors.  

It further creates uncertainty for certification and testing procedures, because those usually assess a 

product at a specific timepoint and are not suited for assessing and guaranteeing future decision-

making abilities, which means that those procedures are already hindered by machines with pre-set and 

locked learning abilities but it becomes worse with continual and online learning. Certification 

procedures certify the product at its moment of sale, but the subsequent learning the robot does might 

quickly cancel the legal value of the certification. Producers of continual and online learning robots that 

are certified will not fully benefit from the certification’s legal protection. It is plausible that those 

certifications could adapt to guarantee the system’s learning ability, but that poses other legal questions 

that cannot be answered for the time being. The producers’ internal testing procedures are also put to a 

strain with continual and online learning.  

From a legal perspective, continual and online learning create legal risk because it means that the 

producer has less control over the end behaviour of its products. The best a producer can do with such 

systems is to assure the system’s ability to learn the right behaviours, and to create fail-safe mechanisms 

in case it does not. This is not comparable to assuring a system’s behaviour straight away.  

2.3 Dynamic interaction of legal risk factors and evaluation methods 

It is difficult to make a comprehensive and stable charting of the interaction between the different legal 

factors of risk, they have to be assessed on a case by case basis.32 Relationship between different legal 

factors is complex and dynamic. Complex because charting all possible interactions is impossible as 

there are too many, even sometimes just between two criteria. Dynamic because for each system there 

will likely be more than two legal factors of risk to take into account, and those different factors have an 

impact, whether positive or negative, on the other legal factors, impact that may in turn change the 

elements to be considered in the assessment of the legal factor under scrutiny. For instance, salience (i) 

and relation to decision-making (ii) impact each other in certain way, however if there is also high 

internal interconnectedness (vi) it will change the impact of salience on relation to decision-making, 

which might in turn change slightly the considerations for assessing internal interconnectedness.  

This means that it is impossible to lay down formal and comprehensive guidelines of assessment for 

legal factors of risks. However, we provide here some examples of interactions of legal factors in order 

to make it easier for producers to evaluate those risks by themselves. 

Salience (i) and external interconnectedness (vii): the degrees of risk generated by high salience and 

by high external interconnectedness would be multiplied when they are both present in a single system. 

If device A has a very high social salience, interacting physically with human beings in a highly cluttered 

and unpredictable environment (for instance, a hospital), and if device A also depends a lot on other 

                                                
32 See generally, Van Rompaey (n 13) s 6.2—Implementation in Industrial and Judicial Practices. 
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devices to function properly (communicating with other devices of its own kind, with GPS, external 

sensors in the hospital such as camera or motion detectors, etc.) then the legal risks generated by its 

salience and by its external interconnectedness multiply instead of simply adding. This is because in 

this case, device A is not only influenced by devices B and C, which are meant to interact with A, but 

also because there is potential interference from other devices D and E, that might not have been taken 

into account by either the producers of A, B, or C. Even if A’s producer had accounted for it; B or C 

might not. If A is dependent on B and C’s input, and if those two last are interfered or corrupted by D, 

and E, then A can be affected as well and might display emergent and unpredictable safety failures. 

Relationship to decision-making (ii) and nature of the activity performed (iii): if device A makes 

decisions instead of merely recommending or aiding decision-making, and if at the same time it 

enhances human activity by performing tasks never possible before, then the resulting degree of legal 

risk is higher than the addition of risks generated by it making decisions, and allowing new behaviour 

separately. This is because the activity being novel, we would not possess anterior data to use as a 

foundation for assessing the risks performed by the system and in consequence mitigate them. On the 

other hand, if device A recommends decisions in a way that was never possible before, the resulting 

degree of risk would be lower than the individual factors ‘recommending’ and ‘enhancing’, this is 

because while influence of recommending or aiding systems should not be neglected, the fact that it 

does not make decisions acts as a safety mechanism mitigating the risks generated by the system.  

In some circumstances, the following aspects of legal factors can have a positive effect by lowering the 

end degree of risk generated by the product: low salience; aiding or recommending decision; nudged 

human control; high internal interconnectedness when it increases transparency. Low salience can 

reduce risk because the system is never or very rarely in contact with persons or property it could 

damage. Aiding or recommending systems leave the end performance of the action and making of the 

decision to human beings who are likelier to deal effectively with unpredictable input (examples of 

unpredictable input could include adversarial attacks, flying plastic bags, etc.) A system that nudges 

human control increases the degree of awareness and concentration that the human operator is using 

to supervise the system, which reduces the chances that that person will fail to retake control in case of 

problem. High internal interconnectedness made to increase transparency of the process in the system 

allows to test its behaviour more thoroughly during the development stage. This by itself increases its 

safety, whereas a system that was thoroughly opaque would offer less visibility on the interaction 

between the base input a system gathers and the outcome it creates. While we cannot necessarily create 

complete transparency in some systems that use machine learning modules for instance, we can 

segment those system’s decision-making capacities to increase our understanding of the system’s 

decision-making tendencies.  

3. PROCESS 

There is no fixed way to proceed with the legal risks assessment, much the same way there is no one 

way for a producer and integrators to prove that they have a safe product that complies with the 

relevant regulation. The legal risks assessments method is not intended to replace the standards and 

protocols approach, only to complement them, and help producers that want to go further.  

The following items are merely suggestions. Producers and integrators should feel free to pick, 

choose, and add to that structure and tailor fit it to their own corporate cultures and design processes. 
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The legal risks assessment is a holistic process, not necessarily a technical one. The Leitmotiv is to 

conjecture and scrutinize the product’s raison d’être, its intended use environment, and confront it to a 

series of possible scenarios and considerations that reach beyond the structure of traditional risks 

assessments.  

 Reiterative: the process should be repeated during the whole lifetime of a product, from the 

earliest phases of design to after commercialization. These different steps may include the 

following: initial design phases, prototyping, testing through development, testing on a final 

version, during the contract drafting phase, during integration, after sale as an ongoing control, 

after sale following updates to parts or components of the system (updates either by the 

producer, or by its supplier). 

 Formalized: the process should be structured and formalized before operation. With clearer and 

formalized steps and processes, the risks assessment is likelier to be effective, and serve as a 

better source of proof in case of litigation. One person can be made in charge specifically of the 

planning and respect of the procedure. 

 Documented: the process should be recorded in one way or another. Having minutes taken 

during the process is one way to do so. Even thought-trails and discarded suggestions made by 

the participants gain from being documented. 

 Transparent and accessible: producers should consider whether they want to or can make parts 

of the documents generated accessible and transparent. By showcasing elements of the process 

could serve to build trust in their products, and in themselves. This should of course be made 

with consideration for trade-secrets and security of the systems. 

 Ethical: the process gains from also considering ethics in technology, business ethics, and AI 

ethics when relevant. 

 Interdisciplinary: the process may gain from including different perspectives. This means that 

the persons that perform parts or the sum of the procedure could come from different 

engineering backgrounds, but also from other fields than engineering.  

o Persons with a management and business background might be better suited to assess 

the risks of the design in correlation to the way the product is marketed.  

o Lawyers might be able to help with understanding whether the contractual format 

interfaces with the system’s design in a positive or negative way, where in some cases 

leasing a product instead of selling it, or providing it as a service could lead to reducing 

the degrees of risks it generates.  

o Experts in the field of application of the cobot (eg., having persons with a medical 

background when assessing a medical device cobot) will be able to provide more 

granular insights into the way the product could be used, and what are the daily 

routines and limits of professionals in their field, helping the identification of both 

specific and generic risks more clearly. 
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3.1 Example case 

Let us go through the thought experiment of integrating the legal risk assessment method into the 

design and production processes of a mobile doorknob chemical sanitizing robot (the modoro robot) 

specialized for public libraries. 

As soon as the design for the modoro starts, the company should set up a legal risk assessment 

procedure. This could for instance take the form of an independent reiterative meeting every three 

months during the hardest stages of the design, and every year once the product is on the market. 

During those meetings, there should be representatives for every cycle of the process: the project leaders 

and visionaries of the project, representatives from the different specialties of engineering that will be 

used on the project, but it could also benefit from having representatives of the commercial aspects of 

the project. Additionally, the company could benefit from punctually including persons that are from 

wildly different educational backgrounds than the engineers and businesspersons (maybe doctors and 

cleaning specialists for the modoro, but also library experts, ethicists, lawyers, anthropologists, and 

sociologists). Those meetings would need to be documented (writing minutes, filming, or audio 

recording). Prior to the meetings, the person responsible for organizing those meetings should draft an 

agenda, and prepare elements for consideration by the group. This structure can be organised around 

the factors of risks presented in the previous sections.  

The participants could for instance be asked to consider how salient the product is, and what kind of 

risks do we expect this salience to generate, even the most theoretical risks. In the case of the modoro, 

it has a very high degree of salience because it is manipulating chemicals in an environment that is full 

of expensive and fragile books, and potentially doing so at times when human beings are walking 

around using the facilities. What kind of populations can it be expected to meet? How would the robot 

interact with vulnerable populations (children, elderly, and disabled)? How is that interaction a source 

of risks? These are the kind of questions that one might want to answer when it comes to understanding 

the salience of the product.  

The library is full of magnetic chips, wifi connections, Bluetooth devices, and the robot is partially 

dependent on neighbouring technologies such as the library’s wifi network, a docking station for 

recharging and refilling. The product itself is a compound of a mobile robot platform, and the 

company’s produced structure on top of the platform. During the design phases, while considering the 

kind of technologies that the product would need to host in order to function, the producer should 

perform again a legal risks assessment for every new added software or piece of hardware to the 

product, or on the addition of a dependency on an internet of things device, or its dependency on an 

external or internal network. Every technological choice in that product potentially has an effect on the 

types of legal risks the product generates. Internal interconnectedness and chain of value factors of risk 

have to be analysed together: the more different component parts coming from different producers, the 

more legal risks. Similarly, the more a product is reliant on external components for its functioning, the 

more legal risks.  

The legal risk method does not intend to narrow the field of possibilities for roboticists, it is only trying 

to scope and systematize the way they think about the risks that their choices imply, and to get them to 

broaden their perspectives on what they are developing, the mindset that doing so displays is one that 

will have a greater impact on judges and lawyers that may end up assessing liability cases related to 
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their products. For instance, a high degree of internal and external interconnectedness is not an issue in 

itself. It is only a matter for the producer to be in a position to make a conscious and mindful decision 

on the trade-off that each choice implies, and to document those trade-offs when they are needed. The 

whole process of documenting those decisions, their risks, and the trade-offs they mean will generate a 

higher degree of safety for the product, as producers are likelier to think about easier solutions than if 

they did not perform those deepened and reiterative risk assessments. In order to build trust in their 

company, their product, and ultimately in the technology itself, producers should consider to what 

extent they could make their documented legal risks assessment publicly accessible. Transparency by 

itself would mean a higher degree of trust in the product, and would serve as a very strong proof of 

good faith and of conscientious design. 

Down the line, should an accident occur regardless, the producer will be able to use those documents 

and the larger thought process that lead to it in order to act as proof of good faith and diligence, as 

demonstration of transparency (corporate or technological) that is likely to be part of future European 

or national regulations, or as proof against negligence.  

4. RELEVANCE AND USES OF THE METHOD 

The objective of the method we are detailing is to be relevant to many purposes: commercial, legal, 

societal, and technical. The following sections try to justify and detail the relevance of our approach. 

4.1 Technical relevance 

The first and foremost zone of technical relevance of the Legara method resides in the changing nature 

of risks that the complexification of robotics prompts.33 Robots as individuated items become more 

complex, as there are more and more different sensors, actuators, and software on them, and because 

they are required to perform more and more complex tasks.34 Furthermore, those items become more 

and more tightly coupled, in the sense that the component parts of the systems become more and more 

reliant on one another, or on external devices: failure among one of the nodes of the network may make 

the whole system behave erratically. Moreover, machine behaviour becomes more intelligent and more 

complex necessarily means it also becomes more unforeseeable.35 Even without artificial intelligence, 

coupling and complexity increase unforeseeability of safety failures. Additionally, the growing 

interaction with human beings, in dynamic and cluttered environments increases exponentially the 

possible human-machine interactions, and correlatively the possibility for failures.  

Machine learning and other inductive AI methods drastically increase this level unforeseeability, this 

is so even if the AI is limited to perception applications. The first reason why is because it increases further 

the complexity and coupling of the system, even more so in dynamic environments. When the AI 

method includes a form of black box, it becomes more difficult for the engineers to pinpoint what the 

system learns specifically, rather than generally: they cannot individualize the knowledge of the system, 

only validate a version of the software that achieves the desired outcome. This validation does not differ 

                                                
33 Trapp (n 7); Van Rompaey (n 13). 
34 A particularly poignant example is the vehicle platform developed by Mobile Industrial Robots (MiR), which 

needs to navigate complex dynamic environments, mobile-industrial-robots.com. Applications of the system have 

seen it deployed in factories, but also in hospitals and in airports, see for example the UVD robot has, uvd-

robots.com, last visited 10/07/2020. 
35 Van Rompaey (n 13); Rahwan and others (n 12). 

http://www.mobile-industrial-robots.com/
http://www.uvd-robots.com/
http://www.uvd-robots.com/
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between the positive and the unwanted aspects of the behaviour.36 This makes identifying specific risks 

more difficult. Machine learning by definition generates unforeseeability, because it identifies patterns 

in data, patterns that are sometimes not perceptible to the human mind. This means that machine 

behaviour is emergent: we will be surprised by the paths it will take to succeed or fail at a task.37 What is 

partly unforeseeable is the problem-solving process; that the system tries and succeeds or fails to solve 

the problem is foreseeable. 

Risk assessment methods until now have focused on specific risks. This is because identifying specific 

risks makes it easier to resolve the safety issue efficiently. However, in the face of growing risks of 

normal accidents,38 and the growing unforeseeability of safety risks that machine behaviour generates, 

assessing specific risks alone may not be sufficient to ensure safety, or to protect actors of the value 

chain from liability. Improper risk assessment cultures have been pointed out as an important factor 

behind the Uber driverless vehicle accident in Arizona.39 While Cobots and driverless cars are wildly 

different, this example still has value for demonstrating the changing nature of risks, and the need to 

re-evaluate our risk assessment methods.  

Risk assessments and certification procedures are further disrupted by the technology and this force 

us to expand those procedures’ scopes of analysis. Until now, the bigger part of those processes was to 

examine the external features of a device to evaluate its compliance to standards and to regulation. 

Those aspects are of course still relevant, and the COVR toolkit helps in that regard—testing that the 

system can maintain a separation distance,40 testing for collision with fixed objects,41 etc. But to the extent 

that the system needs to make active, real-time decisions while in operation, the testing procedures also 

need to assess the machine’s behavioural abilities, its capacity to make decisions which is a much looser 

and wider ability, than the robot’s resistance to weight. The Legara method helps in that regard, as it 

gives methodological keys to assess those internal decision-making abilities. This is relevant to AI based 

systems, but also to more deterministic systems. In addition to the issues of risks assessments, standards 

and technical benchmarks in general maybe methodologically ill-equipped to deal with future decision-

making abilities. Certification bodies—and safety consultants to a certain extent—could be the best 

actors for performing legal risks assessments as they would gain expertise from reproducing the 

procedure in many different contexts and for many different products and applications. 

Standards and protocols are helpful and reflect the state of the art, but those only ever remain one way 

amongst others to demonstrate safety, and producers remain free to do so by other means, or to go 

further than what is indicated by the standards. In the face of uncertainty (legal or technical), going 

further could be a valuable insurance policy would go a long way to convince a judge in case of trouble 

when there are no clearly defined legal regulations applicable. The method presented here has the 

added value of being applicable to other fields than Cobots. Producers of digital systems, including AI 

                                                
36 Rahwan and others (n 12); Dignum (n 12). 
37 Bathaee (n 11); Lepri and others (n 11); Calo (n 11); Mireille Hildebrandt, Smart Technologies and the End(s) of Law 

(Edward Elgar Publishing 2015). 
38 cf Nick Pidgeon, ‘In Retrospect: Normal Accidents’ (2011) 477 Nature 404; with Maas (n 10). 
39 NTSB, ‘Collision Between Vehicle Controlled by Developmental Automated Driving System and Pedestrian’ 

(2019) Highway Accident Report NTSB/HAR-19/03 PB2019-101402, National Transportation System Board. 
40 COVR, ’Protocol: Test robot arm for collision with fixed object (crush)’ (MA-ROB-LIE-2) 2018. 
41 COVR, ’Protocol: Test mobile platform to maintain a separation distance’ (XD-MOB-MSD-1) 2018. 
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software could gain from applying a variant of this model, so would producers of other types of 

robotics. It may be relevant for both digital and physical systems. 

4.2 Commercial relevance 

At a commercial level, the method will help producers better communicate the safety of their products, 

and the process may help them find new ways to make their products safer. By broadening the spectrum 

of investigation of safety risks, and incorporating new methods of assessment, producers might be able 

to identify cheaper, simpler, more effective ways to deal with safety risks. The Legara method does not 

aim to replace all the risk assessments and design processes already in place. Its aim is to blend into 

already existing schemes, and add to them. As such, it was developed while keeping in mind that cobots 

design and production necessarily inserts itself in a balancing act between concerns for economic-

feasibility, safety, and efficacy of the product. Legal risks do not supplant other types of risks or 

considerations, they are merely a part of a wider equilibrium. 

By broadening and formalizing some aspects of the risks assessment, and by enticing producers to 

self-regulate, the Legara method helps generate trust in the product, in the producer, and in the wider 

technology.42 Changing economic paradigms may give trust a heavier weight, as there is a growing 

public demand for sustainable development, and a certain movement towards rationalisation of the 

economy. The method not only helps increase safety of cobots, it also helps build trust by making 

producers reflect on how their business and design practices increase or help mitigate safety risks in 

cobots.  

The relevance of the model will increase further as the industry grows and more cobots are deployed 

throughout society. Its relevance accrues also at a micro level. Start-ups and smaller businesses that are 

starting design and production necessarily need to focus more on the commercial viability of their 

project, however they may still gain valuable insights by performing the Legara method. Bigger 

businesses will need to perform legal risk assessments more thoroughly and more deeply, as their 

products being more widely distributed logically means an increase of the overall probability of safety 

failure. When all the actors in the chain of value behind a cobot perform the Legara method, it 

harmonizes and formalizes safety conversations between those actors. This allows easier dealings 

between those actors, and that ease of conversation could by itself be an additional source of safety.  

4.3 Legal relevance 

Against legal uncertainty 

The development of the technology, and the prospect of intelligent robotics breeds legal uncertainty for 

producers. This is because current legal regimes are visibly ill adapted to some of the legal issues that 

are created by advanced robotics.43 A first source of uncertainty that can be cleared right away is the 

divergence of definition for the terms ‘AI’ and ‘robot’ between the engineering and legal community. 

What lawyers define as AI and robotics, compared to what engineers define as AI and robotics is vastly 

different. That does not mean the lawyers or the engineers are right, they are just preoccupied with 

                                                
42 Initially tailored to AI, the concept of Trust is bound to gain in significance for all contemporary technologies, see 

eg, European Commission, ‘White Paper on Artificial Intelligence A European Approach to Excellence and Trust’ 

(2020) COM(2020)65 final; European Commission, ‘Ethics Guideline for Trustworthy AI’ (n 6). 
43 Calo (n 11); Jack B Balkin, ‘The Path of Robotics Law’ (2015) 6 California Law Review. 
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different sets of concerns. Lawyers tend to use those terms as loosely synonymous. This is because the 

physical or digital nature of the object do not always create meaningful differences in terms of legal 

consequences for their actions, or in terms of regulation. Similarly, advanced robots and advanced 

machine learning methods are analogized as what matters in the eyes of the judge or the attorney is the 

system’s behaviour and notions of control over that behaviour. 

Compliance to standards and protocols on their own might no longer be sufficient to demonstrate 

compliance with regulation. It is foreseeable that in a world of fast paced technological development, 

and correlatively quicker obsolescence of law and standards, compliance to standards as a means of 

showcasing compliance to law might not be sufficient by itself to protect producers from legal 

consequences in case of accidents. Even if they remain relevant, the development of a technology with 

as many various forms as artificial intelligence makes the identification of ‘state of the art’ much more 

difficult, even for narrower applications and specific machine learning methods. The state of the art is 

of particular relevance to legal considerations, as it is taken into account to examine whether a product 

is defective in case of accident, which would trigger the liability of the producer. 

Self-regulation to remedy legislative slowness 

While there are many legal uncertainties surrounding the development of those technologies, they are 

so wide, disperse, and different that the task of regulating and clarifying legal regimes is daunting. 

Legislators among other public regulators have too limited resources to deal quickly and efficiently with 

the issues at stake, which require highly precise and specific answers. This means that producers are for 

the moment left in the dark. The legara method can alleviate some of those uncertainties. This is because the 

method can be used as self-regulation for producers, and still be legally effective. The Legara method is 

at the forefront of a growing trend towards self-regulation and private governance in the tech industry. 

Businesses may also decide to use those legal risks assessments to specify their corporate social 

responsibility practices, corporate ethics charts, etc. Self-regulation might prove a necessity in the 

coming years, as the technology has already evolved beyond the existing regulation, and as national 

and European regulation is likely to lag behind technological development for many years. The question 

of trust in robotics more widely is at stake of such self-regulation practices, and is becoming a more 

pressing concern for the wider public, as well as for public regulators, and ultimately other businesses 

as well. 

More pressingly, the legara method’s results could serve as an effective legal defence policy against 

product defect and damages claims in case of accidents. This is done by helping producers identify and 

mitigate specific risks, but also makes them deal with risk mitigation at a general level that will prove 

useful during court hearings. The technologies that constitute robotics become more complex, and we 

become better at identifying and remedying or mitigating specific risks. However, this complexity and 

the nature of some technologies used increases the likelihood of unforeseeable risks to materialise, even 

though the overall safety of products increases. When those unforeseeable risks materialise and cause 

damages to persons or property, judges are likely to require greater degrees of demonstration of good 

faith and diligence in the design of safe systems to decide damage cases.  

Showcasing that one has considered risk at a specific but also at a general level will help designers in 

their defence during liability cases. In a sense, while all the specific safety risks that may lead to accidents 

might not be foreseeable, the general likelihood of a system having safety failures that lead to damages 
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to persons or property given the different factors of legal risks listed this far is foreseeable in more 

abstract and general terms. Our current legal systems are set up around a precise and specific notion of 

foreseeability of safety risks. Given the changing nature of risks with new technologies, judges might 

already be able to use looser definitions of foreseeability in such cases, and it is also likely that public 

regulators will create new liability rules that extend the definition of foreseeability to be looser and more 

general. This paper does not intend to tell engineers which types of design they should or not use, it 

develops a method that helps producer identify by themselves the legal risks that those designs and 

applications create. It develops a method that helps producers put themselves in the mind-set of lawyers 

when assessing the legal risks that their designs and applications create. 

The method helps producer identify areas where a specific effort of analysis and documentation will 

be a particularly beneficial legal safeguard. 

Mitigating liability 

There is an inherent problem with the fact that risks materialising into accidents will tend to be more 

unpredictable with robots than for previous technologies. This is a problem because until now, if a risk 

was unforeseeable, then the producer would be liable to less. Now, most of those risks causing accidents 

will be unforeseeable. 

When confronted with unforeseeable safety failures, judges may have difficulty applying current legal 

regimes of product defect liability, because in some legal systems, if a safety risk is unforeseeable, the 

producer cannot be responsible for not having dealt with it. This assessment for the moment is done at 

a specific level, not a general one. In order to maintain the application of the spirit of the law of product 

defect liability, judges could be tempted to interpret law around that issue of unforeseeability, meaning 

that producers could be responsible for what was rationally unpredictable. Judges might quite naturally 

use risk factors like those detailed in this white paper to assess those issues of unforeseeability, as the 

factors are in part based on legal perspectives on notions of risk, causation, responsibility, influence, etc.  

Where the specific risks may remain unforeseeable, general risks—within which those specific risks 

materialise—are identifiable. If the generic risk level is identifiable, it becomes possible to design, 

mitigate, or at least warn against it. By evaluating the economic feasibility of the design and mitigation 

solutions, producers take a step further in demonstrating their good faith and trustworthiness as they 

can show they put a lot of effort into making a safe product. It furthermore increases the transparency 

of the design decisions made by the producers before the accidents happen, which by itself will be a 

valuable argument in court. 

From a more practical angle, legal risks assessment will be helpful in the drafting of sales, lease, or 

service contracts for the different actors in the value chain. They will also be helpful in specifying the 

warnings, and drafting the user manuals and documents necessary for the establishment of the CE 

marking. Some producers might find it useful to disclose parts of their legal risks assessment in order 

to train their employees, or their customers’ employees. They may also prove useful in defining more 

stable and protective disclaimers, best practices, and other types of limits on the use of the product. As 

an example of self-regulation, producers may find it useful to bind themselves contractually to the 

degree of general risks, as an alternative to specific risks when an accident was caused by an 

unforeseeable risk failure. When all the actors of a chain of value behind a cobot (suppliers, producer, 
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integrator) perform the legara, it will also facilitate and quicken recourse procedures between them 

when a condemnation for product defect does occur. 

4.4 Societal relevance 

In addition to a producer’s concerns for the commercial viability of their enterprise, and to the legal 

risks that follow distribution of a product, one should not forget the wider trajectory of the technology 

and its interfacing with society. If we are to reap the benefits of AI and robotics for our societies, we 

need to make sure that a tech backlash ‘neo-luddite’ public movement does not rise from public distrust 

for the technology. This matters at all technological levels, as it is probable that the wider public would 

not make a substantial difference between technologies such as robotics, AI, blockchain, or internet of 

things. If one technology creates distrust, all neighbouring technologies suffer as well. Every actor in 

the industry has a duty to foster trust in the technology. While most cobots producers do not produce 

robots that interact widely with the general public, public opinion on robots may be hugely affected by 

industrial incidents, and even more so by incidents with cobots in medical contexts (eg, hospitals or 

eldercare). 

The Legara method is derived from the Trustworthy AI approach, and is hugely influenced by ethics 

in technology. By widening the spectrum of analysis for risks, the method contributes to the 

implementation of ethics for design in robotics.44 Specific contractual specifications, and legally-binding 

self-regulation approaches to the issue could prove a major boon for fostering trust in the technology, 

whether at the individual level of the producer who makes such a commitment, or at a societal level if 

such practices become common among roboticists. More subtly, the method leads to increase 

transparency, explainability, and accountability for the technology. That is done at a non-technical level, 

where the method leads to documenting considerations for business and design practices, but 

potentially also at a technical level where the method may help producers identify other issues than 

safety and help them deal with those as well.  

Those considerations will become more and more relevant as the deployment of cobots throughout 

society increases. This is because while cobots increasingly take over tasks performed by human beings, 

or increase human beings’ abilities to perform previously impossible tasks, they will necessarily be 

confronted to a wider array of professional or life cultures and practices, with different types of persons 

that possess different biases towards technology. Those different settings and persons will necessarily 

create different interfaces for the occurrence of risks than the ones traditionally present in a factory 

setting. As robotics perform a wider array of tasks, in a greater number of environments, the engineering 

world can learn from the knowledge and methods coming from social sciences and from humanities 

studies that have been dealing with human activity and interaction from a different angle. 

  

                                                
44 Dignum (n 12). 
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5. OVERVIEW OF LEGISLATION FOR COBOT SAFETY AND LIABILITY 

This section lists several fields of legal practice, legal concepts, regimes and legislations worth bearing 

in mind for cobots producers. The list here proposed is in no way comprehensive, nor should it be 

construed as legal counsel.  

Engineers possess a great capacity for autonomy and independence, and this leads them to be able to 

overcome many business or design problems ahead of them without having to resort to external 

counsel. Engineers gain from realizing the limits of what they can learn on their own when it comes to 

law. While it is useful to be able to understand the structure of European directives and regulations, or 

of national legislation, they should bear in mind that behind every word in a piece of legislation lies in 

fact a thousand more words explaining all the specific and practical applications of those single words. 

Only training provided in law schools can provide that understanding. In doubt, contact your legal 

counsel or local authorities to find how to meet your legal obligations or how to secure your rights. 

5.1 General European Law and Regulation 

It should be first noted that there are substantial differences between national and European Law. 

European law that is relevant for the industry usually comes under two forms:  

 Regulations, those are directly relevant and applicable, and their wording applies directly in 

every member State of the EU single market.  

 Directives, a directive is an act addressed to all EU members that must be transposed by them 

into their national laws. In certain cases the EU Court of Justice recognizes a direct effect of 

directives in order to protect the rights of individuals; The EU Court of Justice laid down in its 

case-law that a directive has direct effect when its provisions are unconditional and sufficiently 

clear and precise and when the EU country has not transposed the directive by the deadline (cf. 

Judgement of 4 December 1974, Van Duyn). However, it can only have a direct vertical effect, 

which means it is not to be invoked between individuals, but only in the relation between an 

individual a country or one of its administrations. EU members have the obligation to 

implement directives, but directives may not be cited by an EU country against an individual 

(cf. Judgement of 5 April 1979, Ratti).  

o It is important to distinguish between minimum and maximum (or full) harmonization 

requirements in directives. In the case of minimum harmonization, a directive sets 

minimum standards, often in recognition of the fact that the legal systems in some EU 

members have already set higher standards. In this case, EU members have the right to 

set higher standards than those set in the directive. 

o In the case of maximum harmonization, EU members may not introduce rules that are 

stricter than those set in the directive. EU secondary law includes regulations (directly 

applicable), decisions, recommendations and opinions. 

o The direct effect of European law enables individuals to immediately invoke European 

law before both national and European courts, independent of whether national law 

exists. 

 How to read EU directives and regulations: European legislation usually starts with a 

'preamble' composed of many paragraphs that state the general philosophy, spirit, and origin 

of the legislation, it is useful for legal professionals, but not necessarily relevant to producers. 
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Skip until you reach 'Article 1', where the actual articles of the legislation are listed. The article 

are usually structured as follows: the first few articles will focus on general provisions subject 

matter (the purposes of the legislation) and definitions of key terms; then the substantive 

articles are listed. Some articles will be targeted at producers and other private actors, whereas 

some articles will be targeting the Member States, the first ones are the only ones relevant to 

producers. 

 

As an example, the Machinery directive is divided as follows: 

o ‘Preamble’ (1) to (30): this section states the objectives and aspirations of the directive, it is 

useful for practicing lawyers and judges. 

o Scope: article 1, what technologies and industries the directive applies or does not apply to. 

You can expect that this scope has been further specified and nuanced by court decisions from 

national and European courts, that means they cannot be taken at face value. 

o Definitions: article 2, defines more specifically the terms in question. When those definitions 

are not precise enough, they are interpreted more specifically by national and European 

courts, which means that you cannot rely on your understanding of the terms as defined by 

the legislation. 

o Ignore article 3 and 4. 

o Placing on the market: article 5, this article details the general obligations weighting on the 

producer. 

 Those obligations are further defined in the annexes I, II, and VII. 

 More than one directive or regulation may apply to a product, they are not necessarily 

exclusive.  

o Ignore article 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11: all those articles concern the obligations and powers of 

Member States of the European Union, as well of other European institution. In general, 

producers can simply ignore articles or sub-articles that only mention ‘member state’ as the 

target of the article. 

o Procedures for assessing the conformity of machinery: article 12, describes the assessment of 

conformity procedure, with references to annex IV, VIII, IX, X. This article is more directly 

relevant and useful for engineers, however they must remember that the terms used are likely 

to have been further defined by other pieces of legislation, governmental and administrative 

interpretations, and court decisions. 

o Procedure for partly completed machinery: article 13, this article makes a difference between 

machinery and partly completed machinery, which is essentially component parts, actuators, 

motors, sensors, or partly completed machines (a robot arm with no gripper would qualify as 

such). It then details the relevant procedures to be completed for those. 

o Ignore article 14, 15. 

o CE marking: article 16, obligations concerning the form and location of the ‘CE’ logo to be put 

on the product. 

o Ignore article 17–29. 

o As a directive, the machinery directive only gives a regulatory direction to Member States, it 

can be used as inspiration by producers, however the directive will necessarily have a 
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correlated national legislation in each member state that has transposed the European 

directive into national legislation.  

 Always check your national legislation on those matters as it will be more precise 

than the directive, and will change from one Member State to another. 

 

o The annexes of the machinery directive are very important, as they detail the content of 

some of its norms and obligations. 

o Annex 1—Health and safety requirements: this annex is essentially the heart of the machine 

directive. This part of the directive is more directly useable and understandable by 

engineers as its content is more technical than legal, however it is likely that some of the 

terms in the annexe have been further defined and interpreted by other pieces of 

legislation, governmental interpretations, or court decisions. It is the content of this annex 

that states the obligations that the different actors in the value chain needs to respect in terms 

of safety. They are also the obligations that are explicated by industrial standards, which 

explain how one is to showcase compliance to those different standards. The protocols of the 

COVR toolkit in turn detail further how those standards are met for cobots. 

o Annex II—Declarations: details the different types of declarations that producers can or must 

make, their content, and how they should be done. 

o Annex III—CE marking: details how to inscribe the CE marking. 

o Annex IV—Categories of machinery to which one of the procedures referred to in Article 12(3) 

and (4) must be applied: details a number of exceptional types of machines that fall under 

special rules in article 12. 

o Annex V— Indicative list of the safety components referred to in Article 2(c): further details 

what a ‘safety component’ is. 

o Annex VI—Assembly instructions for partly completed machinery: further details obligations 

for those types of machinery. 

o Annex VII—further details the contents of the technical file, and that of relevant technical 

documentation for partly completed machinery. 

o Annex VIII—further details the assessment of conformity. 

o Annex IX—Further details EC type-examinations. 

o Annex X—further details annex IV for machines manufactured using a ‘full quality assurance 

system’.  

o Ignore annexes XI, XII. 

 

Except for specific products and services (mostly relative to national security or defence, to some 

specific questions of national health, etc.), producers only need to worry about complying to national 

and European standards from the perspective of the nation in which they are building the product. 

If the product is compliant, it thus enters the European single market, it can then be sold in any other 

European country. This means that in most cases, a Cobot would only need to be compliant with regards 

to the rules of the country where it is built in order to be sold in the other members of the Single market 

(includes with some limitations, Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Switzerland). However, some 
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specific applications can sometimes fall under the competence of national jurisdictions, which you 

should check with the local authorities (your own, and those of your target market). 

 The 'Blue Guide' on the implementation of EU products rules (available in 23 languages) 

o Comprehensive guidance on the implementation of EU product rules, covers many 

different topics including product liability, and how to make a product available on the 

single market. Can be found on this link. 

o Focus on sections 1.3—5.3, and the annexes. 

 Recommendation for Use (RfU) sheets are there to assist notified bodies in their tasks of 

conformity assessment of machinery, which is relevant for European Certification, they provide 

technical specifications for compliance to the legislations they are tied to (Questions addressed 

include for example 'How to take account of electromagnetic effects in the context of the 

machinery directive?' p 29, in the RfU).  Cobots producers should refer to national Notified 

Bodies when in need of clarification, a list of all notified bodies per country can be found on this 

link.  

 

 CE marking 

o It is the manufacturer that is responsible for checking that their products meet EU 

safety, health, and environmental protection requirements. They carry themselves the 

conformity assessment, set up the technical file, issue the declaration of conformity, and 

affix the CE (conformité Européenne) marking to the product, which then allows the 

product to be traded on the single market. The CE marking is thus a self-binding 

declaration of the producer that their product respects European legislation, as 

demonstrated by their testing and assessment practices, which may have been done 

according to specific industrial standards and protocols.  

o Six steps to CE marking: 

 Identify the applicable directives, regulations, and harmonised standards. 

 Verify product specific requirements (eg. Medical devices, electromagnetic 

compatibility, see below for more) 

 Check whether an independent external conformity assessment by a notified 

body is necessary (eg, for dangerous products, gas boilers, etc.) 

 Test and assess risks with regards to the products' conformity 

 This may be done in correlation with the identified Standards 

 COVR protocols systematize how compliance to the standard should 

be demonstrated 

 Write and make available the required technical documentation 

 Affix the CE marking and draw up the EU Declaration of conformity 

 Refer to the Blue guide, and to product specific regulation in order to determine 

whether the steps to this process are altered. 

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/18027/attachments/1/translations
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/%E2%80%98blue-guide%E2%80%99-implementation-eu-product-rules-0
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/nando/index.cfm?fuseaction=country.main
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/nando/index.cfm?fuseaction=country.main
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 Product groups and their relevant regulation can be found on this link. Of 

notable interest to cobots producers are for instance: electromagnetic 

compatibility, in vitro diagnostic medical devices, low voltage products, 

machinery, measuring instruments, medical devices, noise emission in the 

environment, personal protective equipment, radio equipment, restriction of 

hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment, among others. 

o The 'Blue Guide' includes guidance on CE markings, and how to achieve them. 

o You can find more information about CE marking in your country on this link, and on 

this other link. 

 Declaration of incorporation 

o A declarations of incorporation is necessary when the cumulative following criteria are 

met: 1) the product falls within the scope of a European legislation on health, safety, or 

sustainability; 2) the product is ‘partly completed machinery’; 3) the product does not 

meet the standards of safety that are required by the concerned European legislation 

on its own. 

o In essence, it is the same as a declaration of conformity done for CE-marking, except it 

is meant for products that cannot meet the safety requirements for CE-marking because 

the product is meant to be used as a sub-component for another more complex system.  

o More information can be found in the Guide to application of the Machinery Directive. 

 

 European Standards, and Standards in the European Union 

o Harmonised standards are developed by EU recognised organisations (CEN, 

CENELEC, ETSI) following a direct demand by the European Commission. They can 

be used to demonstrate products, services, or processes comply with relevant EU 

legislation. They remain voluntary and other means can be used to demonstrate 

compliance. 

o Other standardisation bodies are relevant, even if their standards have not been 

officially recognised by the EU. This includes for instance ISO, IEEE, etc. 

o The protocols developed by the COVR toolkit serve as guides for demonstrating 

adherence of a product to a standard, including European harmonised standards. 

o Standards, including European harmonized standards, serve as a demonstration of 

adherence of a product to the state of the art, they serve as a proof that a product achieves 

the legislation’s objectives of health, environmental protection, safety, etc. 

 They are only a means to an end. 

 One can decide to demonstrate that their product adheres to the legislation’s 

objectives by other means, including self-developed means (until they would 

be officially recognised, the methods for assessing legal risks stated in the 

previous sections of this work are an example of such self-developed means). 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/ce-marking/manufacturers_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/ce-marking/in-your-country_en
https://een.ec.europa.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/38022
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o The list of standards by categories can be found here.  

o Of particular interest to cobots producers includes the following lists of harmonised 

standards: 

 General product safety 

 Personal protective equipment 

 Ecodesign and energy labelling 

 Electromagnetic compatibility 

 Low voltage 

 Radio equipment 

 Medical devices 

 In vitro diagnostics medical devices 

 Machinery 

 ICT standardisation; 5G, Internet of Things, cloud computing, cybersecurity, 

AI, and data technologies are all standardisation priorities for the EU. 

 

 general product safety directive (2001/95/EC)   

o Covers consumer goods. It aims to ensure that only safe consumer products are sold in 

the EU. 

 

 

5.2 Sector specific European Law and Regulation 

 Mechanical engineering 

o Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

 Concerns mainly protection and safety of workers and citizens and includes 

Approval and market surveillance of agricultural and forestry vehicles 

 Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC - Technical sheets for coordination horizontal 

Recommendation for Use sheets ; Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC - Technical 

sheets for coordination vertical Recommendation for Use sheets 

o Personal protective equipment Regulation (PPE) 2016/425 

 design, manufacture and marketing of personal protective equipment. It 

defines legal obligations to ensure that PPE on the EU internal market provides 

the highest level of protection against risk 

 Guide to application of Regulation EU 2016/425 on personal protective 

equipment  

 Relevant European harmonised standards can be found here. 

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/general-product-safety_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/personal-protective-equipment_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/ecodesign_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/electromagnetic-compatibility_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/low-voltage_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/red_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/medical-devices_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/iv-diagnostic-medical-devices_en
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/machinery_en
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumers_safety/product_safety_legislation/index_en.htm
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02006L0042-20160420
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/31081
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/31081
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/32802
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/32802
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32016R0425
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/29201
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/29201
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/personal-protective-equipment_en
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 Personal Protective Equipment - Horizontal Recommendation for Use sheets; 

Personal Protective Equipment - Vertical Recommendation for Use sheets 

o Noise emission by outdoor equipment Directive 2000/14/EC 

 regulates the noise emissions into the environment by outdoor equipment. 

 Guidelines for the application of Directive 2000/14/EC – Updated June 2017 

 Recommendation for use (RfU) sheets 

 

 Electrical and Electronic Engineering 

o Electromagnetic compatibility Directive 2014/30/EU 

 ensures that electrical and electronic equipment does not generate, or is not 

affected by, electromagnetic disturbance. 

 EMCD guide (English) to assist with the common application of the Directive 

2014/30/EU (also available in French and German). 

 List of EMC harmonised standards 

o Low voltage directive (LVD) (2014/35/EU) 

 covers health and safety risks on electrical equipment operating with an input 

or output voltage of between 50 and 1000 V for alternating current; 75 and 1500 

V for direct current. It applies to a wide range of electrical equipment for both 

consumer and professional usage, such as: household appliances, cables, 

power supply units, laser equipment, certain components, e.g. Fuses 

 guidelines on the LVD  

 LVD standards 

 general product safety directive (2001/95/EC)  covers consumer goods with a 

voltage below 50 V for alternating current, or below 75 V for direct current. It 

aims to ensure that only safe consumer products are sold in the EU. 

o  Radio equipment directive (RED) 2014/53/EU 

 ‘radio equipment’ means an electrical or electronic product, which 

intentionally emits and/or receives radio waves for the purpose of radio 

communication and/or radiodetermination, or an electrical or electronic 

product which must be completed with an accessory, such as antenna, so as to 

intentionally emit and/or receive radio waves for the purpose of radio 

communication and/or radiodetermination 

 The RED guide 

 Harmonised standards under the RED 

 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/35122
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/35123
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02000L0014-20190726
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/24042
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/30401
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0030&locale=en
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/28262
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/28323/attachments/1/translations/fr/renditions/native
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/28323/attachments/1/translations/de/renditions/native
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/electromagnetic-compatibility_en
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0035&locale=en
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/31221
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/low-voltage_en
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/consumers_safety/product_safety_legislation/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0053&locale=en
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/29782
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/european-standards/harmonised-standards/red_en
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 Medical devices 

o Medical devices Regulation 2017/745 

 Medical devices are defined (art 2) very broadly and includes objects and 

software to be used alone or in compination for human beings for medical 

purposes. This includes diagnosis, prevention, monitoring, prediction, 

treatment, alleviation, compensation of disease, disability or injury; 

investigation, replacement, modification of the anatomy, or of a physiological 

or pathological process or state; providing information by means of in vitro 

examination. This also includes devices speicfically intended for cleaning, 

disinfecting, or sterilising other medical devices or medical instruments. 

o In vitro diagnostic medical devices Regulation 2017/746  

 In vitro diagnostic medical devices are defined (art 2) as any medical devices 

(objects, software, apparatus, piece of equipment, software) aimed at operating 

in vitro operations (eg, pathological analysis of tissues derived from the human 

body). 

5.3 Tort and contract law 

Those matters are best addressed in consultation with your legal counsels. However, following our 

insider knowledge of the robotics engineering community, acquired in part thanks to our interviews 

(See section 5. Roboticists’ legal concerns), it appears necessary to make a certain number of important 

notes about some misconceptions and misleading common beliefs that this community holds about 

disclaimers and other liability limitations clauses, and about the limitations of CE markings in terms of 

protection from legal recourse. Please refer to your legal counsel to check the specificities of your 

product or service in regard of those comments. 

Disclaimer clauses waving legal responsibility can always be overturned or curtailed by a judge, if 

she believes that the contract is unbalanced because of it. For instance, a disclaimer that states that the 

producer or supplier is not responsible for safety accidents if their product is modified would lose a lot 

of weight if said product is produced with the intention to be modified or incorporated as a module of 

a wider product or network. Even when it is a standalone piece that ends up being modified, it is not 

implausible that the producer of a product—which is incorporated and modified into another product—

could end up responsible for parts of the damages caused by a cobot or other robotic product, even in 

cases where it did not malfunction within its own curtailed uses. While those clauses do offer some 

modicum of legal protection, producers should remain wary of the general balance of legal obligations 

in their contracts. 

User manuals that state a specified use for a product are likewise no magical protection from damages 

when the use that led to damages was not recommended (or warned against) by the producer. That a 

product is CE marked does not in and of itself protect producers or integrators from legal claims in case 

of safety accidents. It is a self-binding statement that the product is compliant with European legislation. 

Producers and integrators are always free to develop their own procedures to demonstrate compliance 

to European legislation rather than using industrial standards. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02017R0745-20170505
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02017R0746-20170505
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5.4 Other legal fields of interest 

The following section lists other fields of law that should be considered by cobots producers. Most of 

those concerns are highly plastic and dominated by national rather than EU law, we can only 

recommend you contact your legal counsel for more granular advice. However, it is useful to have a 

general idea of the types of rights, obligations, and legal challenges that arise from those fields. 

Intellectual property is the field of law that protects one’s rights over their creations. Things one should 

consider includes: 

o IP issues that can rise from the use of open-source content,  

o The origin of data used for training software 

o Creations by software (eg, pieces of algorithm) 

o Issues that come from having highly modular products with a long value chain behind 

them 

o Patentability of software or algorithms (in some countries, algorithms or software 

cannot be patented) 

o Division of ownership of creations (including software and algorithms) between 

employee and employer, between company and third-party developer (or independent 

consultant, software vendor…), between different collaborating companies to a project 

o Copyrightability of the product of a machine learning process 

o Copyrightability of databases 

 

Marketing law is the field of law that regulates the operation of business activities and companies’ 

practices on the market. Things one should consider includes: 

o Trade secrets 

o Fair marketing practices 

 

Competition law is the field of law that regulates trade practices and insures fair competition between 

different business operators. Things one should consider includes: 

o Misuse of a dominant position 

o Data sharing through licensing agreements 

o Algorithms that manage business strategies (eg, algorithmic pricing) 

 

Data protection law is the field of law that regulates the creation, acquisition, use, or sale of data 

(personal or non-personal). 

o Origin of the data 

o Purpose of the data 
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5.5 Case law and example of distribution of responsibility in the value chain 

Case law in Denmark establishes employer liability for damages to employees based on both (i) defects 

and lack of safety measures, and (ii) liability for (other) employees’ wrongful acts or omissions resulting 

in the damage.  

Regardless of the angle, the employer (the customer integrating a cobot solution in their workplace) 

will most likely be considered liable for damages to employees caused by cobot safety issues. In Danish 

law it seems that employers would be first in line targets for cobot safety failure liability. Where it is a 

third party (eg, a patient in a hospital that receives treatment from a cobot) whom is damaged, the owner 

of the cobot would also be in first line and would probably be considered liable. 

The most interesting element for roboticists is the question of recourse, which is the employer’s or the 

owner’s possibility of reclaiming its losses from the cobot producer, integrator, supplier or sub-supplier. 

In case of (technical) defect this is seen as a most likely recourse scenario, whereas damage due to acts 

and omissions of employees—or maybe even acts or omissions of cobots—could become legal 

battlefields in a number of scenarios;  

(i) a (human) co-worker’s interaction with a cobot may cause the cobot to damage another 

employee—with claims based on the fact that an employer has strict liability for its 

employees’ acts and omissions;  

(ii) insufficient instructions to employees resulting in wrongful acts or omissions may be 

considered lack of sufficient safety measures. 

(iii) a cobot may be considered a co-worker as such and in itself entail liability for the employer 

due to the Danish rules of the employer’s strict liability for employee’s acts and omissions; 

this type of reasoning is unlikely to be the first choice of judges, but if there is no other legal 

basis available for sanctioning the employer they may fall back to this interpretation. 

In such scenarios, the employer is liable for the damages. 

However, when there are competing responsibilities and chains of causality between the damages and 

the different actors in the value chain—especially in cases where the damages were caused by design, 

manufacture, warning, or integration issues—the employer/owner would have the possibility to claim 

recourse from the concerned parties in the value chain behind the product. This operation in recourse 

can in practice happen many times: for instance, the employer is condemned to pay damages to the 

victim, and then claims recourse from the integrator of the cobot, the integrator then claims recourse 

from the producer, and then the producer claims recourse from its suppliers. This may go as long as 

there is some form of responsibility to be found in the previous members of the chain.  

Most producers and suppliers try to protect themselves from this risk by adding disclaimers against 

modifications in their contracts, where they have a contractual clause that indicates that as soon as their 

mobile platform (or other product) is modified, they disclaim responsibility for any accidents, and 

require the buyer to perform a new CE marking and new risk assessment. While these disclaimers do 

offer some measure of protection, it could also be the case that a judge decides that those disclaimers 

make the contracts unbalanced in favour of the seller and therefore strike them out of existence. This is 

particularly true for producers who create a product that is designed to be modified because it cannot 

by itself perform any kind of mission in any environment (for instance, a robot arm without any kind 
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of tool at its end, or a mobile platform that requires additional equipment to serve as a palette carrier, 

etc.)  

6. ROBOTICISTS’ LEGAL CONCERNS: DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Lawyers, including legal academics and public regulators have a certain idea of what they consider to 

be legal concerns for robotics. Those concerns are observable through a number of publications.45 The 

same goes for academics in engineering and computer sciences.46 However, there has not been an 

exploration of what producers of robotics consider to be legally relevant and concerning. We tried to 

obtain a more systematic observation of what engineers in the field consider legally concerning, and 

what their strategies have been to deal with those legal issues by conducting a series of interviews. The 

purpose was to map out the intersection of what lawyers and engineers are concerned with, and to find 

out which concerns are over or under valued by each population. The following section summarizes 

some of our findings for engineers, and focuses especially on the type of issues we believe engineers are 

over or under estimating. This allows us to recommend specific topics that should be considered with 

care by the readers.  

It should be noted that from a legal perspective, the distinction between cobots and robots is not strong 

enough to warrant separating the populations of cobot producers from that of robot producers. 

Consequently, our informants included both cobots and robots producers. 

Likely biases of the population: all interviewees were chief x officers; most were founders or managing 

directors. While we made it clear that all data we collected was anonymised, it is possible that the 

informants did not feel comfortable enough to step completely out of their representative roles and their 

commercial discourses. This showed when the informants were defensive in reaction to our questions, 

and when they expressed no doubt at all about the possibility of unforeseeable failures happening. 

* * * 

Safety  

It first bears to mention that producers unanimously place concerns in balance with one another, where 

legal concerns are just one together with safety and commercial concerns. As such, safety is first and 

foremost a technical concern, not a legal concern—informants did not seem to replace this question of 

safety as a legal consideration within the relevant legislation. Safety concerns to them are instantiated 

and separated into different clusters that correspond to standards in their field (maximum force that the 

system can apply when moving, standards pertaining to the presence of sharp objects, etc.) All the 

informants were very confident that the different redundant safety mechanisms they have implemented 

in their products were enough to prevent the occurrence of any safety failure, or at least mitigate the 

safety failure enough so that the product does not create damages. On that matter, all our informants 

                                                
45 See eg, Matt Berkowitz (ed), AI, Machine Learning & Big Data (Global Legal Insights 2020) 

<globallegalinsights.com/practice-areas/ai-machine-learning-and-big-data-laws-and-regulations> accessed 15 June 

2020; European Commission, ‘White Paper on Artificial Intelligence A European Approach to Excellence and Trust’ 

(n 24); M Ryan Calo, Michael Froomkin and Ian Kerr (eds), Robot Law (Edward Elgar Publishing 2016). 
46 Virginia Dignum, Responsible Artificial Intelligence: How to Develop and Use AI in a Responsible Way (Springer 

International Publishing 2019); Joanna J Bryson, Mihailis E Diamantis and Thomas D Grant, ‘Of, for, and by the 

People: The Legal Lacuna of Synthetic Persons’ (2017) 25 Artificial Intelligence and Law 273. 
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were very convinced that thanks to those redundant safety mechanisms, there could not be 

unforeseeable safety failures, because even if there was an unforeseeable error, the redundant 

mechanisms would prevent that error from causing damages. As such, the informants did not seem to 

be worried or aware of the changing nature of risks that follows the complexification of the technology. 

Liability 

Informants had varied understanding of the legal value of technical standards. Some did not recognise 

them any specific legal value, and only considered them as technical helps for safety. Others gave them 

a legal value without knowing specifically what it would be beyond a link to European regulation. One 

informant saw it as a legal tool of protection, that would shift the burden of proof towards claimants in 

case of accidents. One informant recognised some legal value to standards, but expressed that they were 

only an option for showcasing compliance to EU regulation, and where showcasing this compliance 

could be achieved by other means.  

Informants did not have concern for questions of recourse between actors of the value chain (suppliers, 

producers, integrators). They were not concerned because all express a deep feeling of confidence their 

product would not experience safety failures, or that those safety failures would be mitigated enough 

not to cause any harm. The only case where they recognised a possible dire safety failure would be tied 

to the modification of their products by the integrator, other producers, or by the end customer. In which 

case, they were not concerned with liability or recourse, because they considered that the modification 

of their product would fall within the scope of the disclaimers against modification of their sales 

contract. Their conception of the legal efficacy of those disclaimers was over extensive, and they did not 

consider the possibility of those being struck down for unfairness or contractual imbalance by a judge 

in a liability case. All informants had their companies insured regardless. 

Artificial intelligence 

All our informants but one had AI in their product, the one left expressed their intention to implement 

it in future products. However, all of them also expressed they used AI for perception purposes only 

(visual, audio, voice recognition, etc.) The ones who already had AI modules expressed that the AI 

module being perception only, it did not make any decisions for their systems, and as such the AI could 

not be a problem because a more deterministic software was making decisions for the system’s 

behaviour. They did not consider that AI-perception is in fact making decisions of labelling data as 

certain output that is then taken as is by the deterministic software, most of them also mentioned that 

their redundant safety mechanisms would cope with any mislabelling anyway. Most of them did not 

express a concern or use for AI ethics or other fields of ethics. 

Those interviews and the analysis we performed helped us shape the advice given in this white paper. 

It helped us refine some of our legal recommendations, and also to put focus on some issues that needed 

to be addressed. For instance, the paper clarified how lawyers would understand the difference between 

‘perception AI’ and ‘decision AI’ and how the difference is not as tenable from a legal perspective as it 

is from an engineering one. We also decided to go through the differences between directives and 

regulations in EU law because we observed that the population had trouble understanding the 

differences between those. Another element that we realised needed greater clarity was the 

overestimation of the protective value of disclaimers against modifications. The interviews thus helped 

us frame and focus on issues that were visibly misunderstood by the population. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

This white paper introduced the legal risk assessment method for mitigating liability risks for producers 

of cobots. It showed that the changing nature of risks towards unforeseeability and the current 

maladjustment of our legal systems create an environment of uncertainty for cobots producers. Those 

issues are numerous, challenging, and multifaceted, and legislators on their own might not be able to 

solve each specific issue at hand quickly enough. Because of this, the landscape for innovation and for 

the deployment of robotics in our societies is not as favourable as it could be. However, there are self-

regulation possibilities available for producers that manage reducing the legal uncertainty, mitigating 

some of the legal risks, while also fostering trust in the products, in the businesses, and in the technology 

more broadly. The paper further inserted those considerations within the relevant European legislation, 

and provided legal reading-keys for producers to engage with that legislation at a more granular level. 

Cobots, and robots more generally, are a boon for our societies. They contribute to the 

reindustrialisation of Europe, reduce costs in healthcare, and increase the productivity of our industry 

while also reducing health and safety risks for our workers. The technology is maturing at a fast pace, 

and new possibilities are unveiled daily. Increased machine intelligence naturally challenges our legal 

systems, which have only ever been accustomed to regulating human agents making decisions. While 

cobots have very limited—and most of the time deterministic—decision-making abilities, they are a step 

forward towards machine decision-making. This is a challenge at technical, legal, and societal levels 

with commercial consequences. Europe is already a regulatory trend-setter when it comes to data 

protection, and European propositions on trustworthy AI have also pushed other nations to develop 

their own ethics guidelines on the matter. With this precedent, Europe could also be an important actor 

in shaping the global trends for cobot safety, and for robotics more generally. European producers need 

to be an integral part of this regulatory initiative, and they can help by setting the European robotics 

industry as an example for trust and safety.  

ANNEX 1: DATA GATHERING METHODOLOGY AND OVERVIEW 

Our sample currently comprises ten interviews of 45 to 60 minutes each. The interviews were performed 

digitally, and recorded in a video format. The files were later transcribed and anonymized. The format 

was structured around an interview guide, which contained 35 questions on various topics. Beyond 

basic questions on the nature, uses and origins of their products, we asked our informants about their 

concerns related to different issues. Those include the following: safety, legal implications of safety 

failures, types of safety failures; relations between members of the chain of value behind the product, 

and recourse procedures between them; their approach to European regulations like the Machine 

Directive (2006/42/EC), their approach to industrial standards, and the value they ascribe to those 

standards; we enquired about their uses of various AI methods (inductive and deductive methods), the 

types of risks AI creates, how they dealt with those types of risks, and whether those risks were different 

at a technical or legal level from those generated by previous technologies, about the types of risks that 

the growing complexity and inclusion of various different technologies and their inter-dependence 

created. When relevant, we also enquired about their understanding and approach to ethics of 

technology, and the legal value they gave to those considerations. 

Our informants were almost exclusively chief executive officers (CEO) or chief technical officers 

(CTO). This choice was motivated by the fact that persons holding those positions, especially when they 
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are also founders, were the ones most likely to have made design decisions in relation with regulation, 

industrial standards, or risks of safety failures. All our informants were founders, except for Ragnar 

from the consultancy firm. The downside of interviewing chief x officers was that their discourse 

seemed to revert back to sales pitches at times, and that was the case even though we had made it clear 

the data would be anonymized. This showed specially when some of them claimed that unforeseeable 

safety failures could not happen with their product, and would never acknowledge even just a logical 

possibility of failure happening nonetheless.  All the informants were male. 

We decided to concentrate our efforts on robotics engineers rather than including pure AI software 

engineers because robots, and especially collaborative robots, are the types of devices that showcase the 

strongest AI modules considering the salience of the activity performed by the device (moving around 

industrial or hospital settings and interacting with human workers). While stronger AI modules can be 

found in legaltech, fintech, or medical analytics, we wanted to focus on robots with physical 

embodiment that may physically injure people. Cobot engineers are arguably the ones that are most 

representative of how future generations of engineers developing street-walking robots will think and 

work on their creations. Technology wise, we focused on collaborative industrial robots, and tried to 

exclude purely industrial fenced robots. We also admitted professional service robots (robots within 

logistics, cleaning, health, etc.) and personal service robots (care, exoskeletons for daily purposes, etc.) 

We excluded purely digital technologies, one potential exception being Torsten’s product, a software 

that analyses sensor data from a robot, and manipulates the robot’s arm accordingly. We excluded 

drones (air- or waterborne) and products that are directly piloted, which pose different safety concerns 

from cobots. Most businesses that qualified technology-wise within Denmark tended to be fairly young 

and small. We eliminated businesses that were younger than 2 years, as those were unlikely to have a 

detailed approach to law, regulation, and industrial standards. Another exceptional case in our pool of 

informants is Ragnar, who has a managing position within a consultancy that helps robot businesses 

with their safety concerns. We felt his input was relevant because he is directly in touch with robotics 

engineers, and with the customers of those robotics companies. 

Pseudonym type product Employees age of company position informant’s age 

Halfdan producer cobot addons 11–20  3–5 years CEO 50 

Asbjørn producer cobot aggregator 11–20 3–5 years CEO 40 

Magnus producer cobot 11–20 3–5 years CEO 50 

Bo producer cobot 201–500  6–10 years CEO 60 

Torsten producer robot AI software 21–50  11–20 years CTO 50 

Ragnar consultant cobot safety 501 or more 21 or more  Manager 40 

Sune producer exoskeleton 1–10  3–5 years CTO 30 

Valdemar producer cobot 1–10 6–10 years CEO 60 

Gorm producer cobot 21–50 3–5 years CTO 50 

Eskild producer cobot 21–50 3–5 years CTO 50 

Gathering our informants was a difficult task. Our initial attempts to contact robotics clusters and 

incubators in Denmark, like Robocluster,47 or Odense robotics,48 proved unfruitful as we were met with 

apprehension and defensiveness from the managers of those groups. Our potential informants seemed 

                                                
47 <robocluster.dk/> last visited 27 August 2020. 
48 <odenserobotics.dk/> last visited 27 August 2020. 

https://robocluster.dk/
https://www.odenserobotics.dk/
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weary when a legal scholar and a practicing lawyer were asking them to participate in a research project. 

Facing that difficulty, the process was facilitated by Mr. Aske BACH LASSEN, the project manager within 

Danish Technological Institute for the European Horizon 2020 project ‘COVR’.49 Mr. Bach Lassen made 

introductions for us to a number of his professional contacts within companies that suited the profile 

we were looking for. This led to a first round of eleven requests for interviews, for which we obtained 

three positive answers, and three rejections. Two personal contacts of ours accepted to participate. We 

then contacted the five persons that never answered from the first round of requests made by M. Bach 

Lassen, of which we obtained two more positive answers. In a third attempt, we contacted ourselves 

three CEOs from a new pool of companies, with no success. None of the integrators we contacted 

accepted. One female CEO was contacted but she asked her colleague Sune to do the interview. Ten 

interviews makes for a small sample. We however believe that those ten businesses are representative 

of the industry in Denmark, and can be used for the purposes of this article. This is because this paper 

is in essence exploratory, with a population never interviewed for their legal concerns before, in an 

industry that has not been widely studied from a sociological angle. The process of analysis of the data 

was kept simple. We started our interviewing process with a certain number of expectations from our 

informants in terms of legal concerns and understandings. These were partly our own professional 

experiences with roboticists, and others were inspired by our knowledge of the field of robolaw and AI 

law. Those latter were inspired by the legal concerns and understandings of legal scholars, practitioners, 

and policymakers. Those persons level concerns were identified thanks to the publications by those 

                                                
49 < safearoundrobots.com/> last visited 27 August 2020. 

https://safearoundrobots.com/
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different categories of persons. This includes some of the most representative publications by legal 

scholars,50 publications by policy makers and governmental institutions,51 and by practising lawyers.52 

We then analysed the interviews in retrospect of our expectations, and of the identified legal concerns 

from lawyers. We compared the different interviews and identified common threads between them, 

whether it was legal concerns and legal interpretations that the informants shared, or ones they 

diverged on. By comparing the two types of data, we could extract common ground knowledge and 

concerns, differing types of assumptions and concerns (whether in scope or degree), and finally 

unexpected oddities and new types of knowledge. Those insights then helped us re-scope, nuance, and 

                                                
50 For monographs and edited collections: Eduard Fosch-Villaronga, Robots, Healthcare, and the Law: Regulating 

Automation in Personal Care (1st edn, Routledge 2019); Jacob Turner, Robot Rules: Regulating Artificial Intelligence 

(Springer International Publishing 2019); Nathalie Nevejans, Traité de Droit et d’éthique de La Robotique Civile (LEH 

édition 2017); Calo, Froomkin and Kerr (n 42); For contributions to collections: Price Nicholson, ‘Medical 

Malpractice and Black-Box Medicine’ in I Glenn Cohen and others (eds), Big Data, Health Law, and Bioethics (1st edn, 

Cambridge University Press 2018); For articles: Sonia K Katyal, ‘Private Accountability in the Age of Artificial 

Intelligence’ (2019) 66 UCLA Law Review 54; Harry Surden, ‘Artificial Intelligence and Law: An Overview’ (2019) 

35 Goergia State University Law Review 1305; Bathaee (n 11); Ryan Calo, ‘Artificial Intelligence Policy: A Primer 

and Roadmap’ (2018) Vol 3 University of Bologna Law Review 180; Donald G Gifford, ‘Technological Triggers to 

Tort Revolutions: Steam Locomotives, Autonomous Vehicles, and Accident Compensation’ (2018) 11 Journal of 

Tort Law 71; David King, ‘Putting the Reins on Autonomous Vehicle Liability: Why Horse Accidents Are the Best 

Common Law Analogy’ (2018) 19 North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology 127; Laurène Mazeau, ‘Intelligence 

Artificielle et Responsabilité Civile : Le Cas Des Logiciels d’aide à La Décision En Matière Mèdicale’ [2018] 

LexisNexis SA 38; Bartosz Brożek and Marek Jakubiec, ‘On the Legal Responsibility of Autonomous Machines’ 

(2017) 25 Artificial Intelligence and Law 293; Margot E Kaminski, ‘Authorship, Disrupted: AI Authors in Copyright 

and First Amendment Law’ (2017) 51 UC Davis Law Review 589; Price Nicholson, ‘Artificial Intelligence in Health 

Care: Applications and Legal Implications’ (2017) 14 The SciTech Lawyer; Henry Prakken, ‘On the Problem of 

Making Autonomous Vehicles Conform to Traffic Law’ (2017) 25 Artificial Intelligence and Law 341; Balkin (n 25); 

Calo (n 11); Andrea Bertolini, ‘Robots as Products: The Case for a Realistic Analysis of Robotic Applications and 

Liability Rules’ (2013) 5 Law, Innovation and Technology 214. 
51 European Commission, ‘White Paper on Artificial Intelligence A European Approach to Excellence and Trust’ (n 

24); Vincent Van Roy, AI Watch - National Strategies on Artificial Intelligence: European Perspective in 2019 (Publications 

Office of the European Union 2020) 

<https://op.europa.eu/publication/manifestation_identifier/PUB_KJNA30102ENN> accessed 21 August 2020; 

Russell T Vough, ‘Guidance for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence Applications’ (2020) Memorandum for the 

Heads of Executive Departments and agencies, FR Doc. 2020-00261; Denmark, ‘National Strategy for Artificial 

Intelligence’ (2019) Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs; European 

Commission, ‘Building Trust in Human-Centric Artificial Intelligence’ (2019) Communication from the commission 

to the european parliament, the council, european economic and social committe and committee of the regions, 

COM(2019) 168 final; The Law Library of Congress, ‘Regulation of Artificial Intelligence in Selected Jurisdictions’ 

(2019) <loc.gov/law/help/artificial-intelligence/index.php> accessed 14 November 2019; European Commission, 

‘Coordinated Plan on Artificial Intelligence’ (2018) Communication from the commission to the european 

parliament, the european council, council, european economic and social committee and committee of the regions, 

COM(2018) 795 final; European Commission, ‘Liability for Emerging Digital Technologies’ (n 40); France, ‘Donner 

Un Sens à l’intelligence Artificielle. Pour Une Stratégie Nationale et Europénne’ (2018) Mission Villani sur 

l’intelligence artificielle, Conseil National du Numérique, <aiforhumanity.fr/en/> accessed 23 July 2019; Germany, 

‘Strategie Künstliche Intelligenz Der Bundesregierung’ (2018) Die Bundesregierung, Nationale Strategie für 

Künstliche Intelligenz, AI Made in Germany; United Kingdom, ‘Government Response to House of Lords Artificial 

Intelligence Select Committee’s Report on AI in the UK: Ready, Willing and Able?’ (2018) Presented to Parliament 

by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy by Command of Her Majesty CM 9645. 
52 Berkowitz (n 42); Theodore F Claypoole, The Law of Artificial Intelligence and Smart Machines: Understanding AI and 

the Legal Impact (American Bar Association, Business Law Section 2019). 
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detail the legal risk factors as well as fine-tune the focal themes in the overview of legislation. More 

directly, the data and analysis directly fuelled section 5 on the roboticists’ legal concerns. 

ANNEX B: LEGARA CASE TABLE EXAMPLE 

 

Legal risk factors Healthcare industry 

Salience Very high, devices that interact directly with persons’ bodies 

creates a high degree of risk, when those persons are vulnerable 

(sick, children, elderly, and disabled) then the salience is at its peak. 

Relation to decision-making Achieving safe decision-making robots in healthcare will be a great 

challenge, the very high salience in this industry probably requires 

strong human control or validation of machine behaviour.  

Typically, AI modules give systems a form of decision-making, 

even if it is just labelling camera feed, which means greater risks. 

Replacement / enhancement If the cobot performs an action that was previously performed by a 

human caretaker, it is likely that the risks generated are lower 

because there exists human experience and knowledge of how to 

best perform this action. For example a massage robot that is 

guided to perform a specific manipulation on a patient’s limb and 

then repeats that operation on its own is replacement of human 

performance. 

If the cobot performs an action that was previously impossible even 

by the best surgeons, then we lack the experience and knowledge 

that comes from human agents performing it many times over a 

long period of time: there is an epistemological gap, which means 

the action is less safe. A robot prosthesis that strengthens a disabled 

patient’s foot performs an action that was never performed before, 

it is therefore enhancement of human performance. 

Integration In the case of the robot foot-prosthesis, there is a continual human 

control that is operated by the wearer of the prosthesis, this means 

lower risks from an integration perspective. 

The massage robot on the other hand, once set on its mission 

performs it without further human control, this means a slightly 

higher degree of risk. 

If the massage controlling the robot has the legal obligation to 

remain vigilant over the robot, the degree of risk remains mostly 

the same. 
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If the design of the massage robot nudges regular attention, control, 

and validation from the human controller, then that risk is lowered. 

Influence A therapist that has been successfully using the massage robot may 

grow unwary of the robot’s dysfunctioning, and could not take 

seriously enough complaints from a patient. In this case, the 

automation bias that the therapist is building is having a bad effect 

on the integration of human control. 

Internal interconnectedness The foot prosthesis described above has most of its parts produced 

by one company only, the sole parts that come from other 

producers are the tiny motors inside and the hardware necessary to 

run the device. It has a very low internal interconnectedness which 

means that the product generates less legal risks. 

The massage robot on the other hand is a compound of a mobile 

platform cobot, of a cobot arm, and of a special kind of gripper, it’s 

internal connectedness is higher which generates greater legal risks. 

External interconnectedness If the massage robot is also dependent on a complex network for 

functioning then it would create greater legal risks.  

On the other hand, a robot that is largely standalone creates less 

risks from that perspective. 

Chain of value The foot prosthesis robot requires integration to be fitted to the 

special needs of each patient, and the producer is supplied for parts 

by three different companies.  

The more complex the sub-part provided by a supplier, the higher 

the risk generated from the chain of value perspective. Suppliers of 

cosmetic elements of a robot, or of simple structural elements that 

do not possess any informatics components do not increase the 

risks as much. 

Post-sale modification The foot prosthesis robot keeps on learning from its user once it is 

sold. It adjusts minute motor movements by learning how the user 

behaves in daily life. While this might increase the quality of the 

product, it also increases the legal risks generated by the device, 

because the product evolves beyond the producers’ certified 

product.  

 


